HALF-YEARLY EXAMINATIONS
Class -3: : Fundamentals of English Grammar
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Term 2- Text Book
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(5 x 1 = 5)

I. Fill in the blanks with suitable articles a, an or the.
1)

world is

happy place.

Note : Cut along with the marking to avoid uneven cutting or torn.

2) He returned after

hour.

3)

Ramayana is

4)

sky is blue.

5) John is

epic.

American, but James is

European.

II. Arrange the following groups of words in proper order to make them
sentences giving full meaning.

(5 x 1 = 5)

1) Podger hangs uncle picture a
		
2) boy good a Krishna is
		
3) great is God
		
4) rises east sun in the
		
5) Capital Delhi the India of is
		
III. Rewrite the following sentences using capital letters and full stops.

(5 x 2 = 10)

1) America is more advanced than russia
		
2) everest is the highest peak in the himalayas
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3) jack and jill went up the hill to fetch a pail of water
		
4) Vijay is fond of cakes and biscuits.
		
5) the taj mahal is on the bank of jamuna in agra
		
(5 x 1 = 5)

IV. Write the plural forms of the following nouns.
1) match		 ________________

4) city		________________

2) hero		 ________________

5) tax		________________

3) bunch		 ________________
(5 x 1 = 5)

V. Give the opposite gender of the following.
1) bitch

× ________________

2) lioness × ________________

4) aunt

× ________________

5) father × ________________

3) madam× ________________
VI. Fill in the blanks with suitable possessive pronouns.

(5 x 1 = 5)

1) This is your pen. This pen is ___________
2) That is his bag. That bag is ___________
3) This album belongs to her. This album is ___________
4) They own this factory. This factory is ___________
5) This is my bag. This bag is ___________
(5 x 2 = 10)

VII. Rewrite the following sentences in other different ways of expressing possession.
1) That bicycle is his.
		________________________________________
		________________________________________
		________________________________________
2) That garden belongs to her.
		________________________________________
		________________________________________
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Note : Cut along with the marking to avoid uneven cutting or torn.

		________________________________________
3) Those toys are mine.
		________________________________________
		________________________________________
		________________________________________
4) This horse belongs to me.
		________________________________________
		 ________________________________________
		________________________________________
5) This house is theirs.
		________________________________________
		________________________________________
		________________________________________
(5 x 1 = 5)

VIII. Give the comparative and superlative degrees of the following adjectives.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

young
much
large
easy
great

________________
________________
________________
________________
________________

________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
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